
2C       Year 2 Homework Grid      Term 2 Week 5 & 6 
!
Week 1 spelling due - 22nd May  Week 2 grid due - 29th May         
Instructions Students have  activities to complete over a period of a fortnight. These are explained in each 
box below. Some activities are practising core subjects, while others may promote living skills or research 
activities. The student summarises in each section how they completed each activity eg. Physical Activity- I 
walked my dog....or tick the completed box. On the Friday of the first week of the grid, the spelling 
practice is the only activity that must be returned . This is so the next week’s spelling can be entered. On 
the second Friday all of the activities must be returned.!
Grid 

Extension - these further activities are optional.  

Spelling 
Practise your 

spelling list each 
night. Remember 
to look at the 
word then cover 
it and write it 
without looking 
unless you need 
help. Then check 
you are right. 
If you made a 
mistake try 

again. !!!!!
!

NSW Premier Sporting 
Challenge 

We’re going for Gold! 
Broulee Public School is participating 
in The NSW Premier's Primary 

School Sport Challenge which aims to 
engage young people in sport and 

physical activity and encourages them 
to lead healthy, active lifestyles. 

We’re aiming for Gold which means 
student’s need to record 60 mins of 
physical activity each day. Most of 
which we do at school but if you do 

extra at home (I hope you do), 
record it so we can add it to our 

class total and your individual record. 
You get a Gold Certificate at 

completion.  !
!

Reading 
Keep on reading for our 
‘Read More in May’ 

Scholastic reading challenge. 
Student's are encouraged to 

read for at least 10 
minutes everyday in May 
and have their reading log 

signed off each day.  
All completed logs will go 
into a draw to win a 

$250 Scholastic voucher 
(in the Scholastic 

competition) and 2 x Mogo 
Zoo passes (in our Broulee 
Public School competition). 
We’re half way through, 
keep up the good work! !

!

Maths 
Before it gets too cold 
get outside and collect 

some sticks. Collect 9 of 
around the same size 
(only small twigs) and 

have a go at this 
challenge: 

How many triangles is it 
possible to make using 9 

sticks? 
Take photos of your 

triangles or draw your 
creations. !!!!!
!

Literacy 
Use as many of your spelling words from this week 
in just one sentence. Remember: it can be silly but it 
needs to make sense! Illustrate it if you can. !
                    !  

Game time - Hopscotch 
Play hopscotch but write the days of the week or 
months of the year on grid instead of numbers. Make 
sure your spelling is correct (don’t forget capital letters!) !
                   !


